Optically injected intensity-stable pulse source for secure quantum key distribution.
The security of decoy-state quantum key distribution (QKD) highly depends on the accurate control of multiple intensity states. Although several theoretical studies on the QKD with loosely controlled source intensities have been proposed, there is still a large gap between the experimental realization and the theoretical analysis. In this paper, we adopt the gain-switching method to generate short optical pulses, and the corresponding intensity stabilities are quantitatively measured. The method via optical injection is proposed to make effective reductions of the intensity fluctuations from 6.47%∼1.59% to 1.95%∼1.15% at different optical powers. QKD performance adopting the experimental results is also analyzed and discussed. For a typical 40 dB high-attenuation QKD system, the relative increase on the secure key rates reaches 51.89% for the corresponding intensity fluctuations of 1.15% with optical injection and 1.59% without optical injection. The presented intensity-stable optical pulse source can find wide applications in different QKD protocols, such as BB84, DPS, COW, etc.